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Astrological Summary
Chart Point Positions: Meghan Markle
Planet
The Moon
The Sun
Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune
Pluto
The North Node
The South Node
The Part of Fortune

Sign
Libra
Leo
Leo
Virgo
Cancer
Libra
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Libra
Leo
Aquarius
Gemini

Position
04°Li53'
11°Le59'
05°Le35'
13°Vi08'
11°Cn26'
06°Li40'
05°Li51'
26°Sc03'
22°Sg19'
21°Li51'
01°Le38'
01°Aq38'
01°Ge23'

House
3rd
1st
1st
3rd
12th
3rd
3rd
5th
5th
4th
1st
7th
11th

Comment

Position
21°Ta20'
22°Vi56'
05°Vi12'
17°Li42'
16°Sg57'
03°Cp33'
12°Sc50'
09°Sg52'
28°Sg39'
00°Sc33'
29°Ta37'
29°Sc37'
09°Vi49'

House
4th
8th
8th
8th
11th
12th
9th
11th
12th
9th
4th
10th
8th

Comment

Chart Point Positions: Prince Harry
Planet
The Moon
The Sun
Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune
Pluto
The North Node
The South Node
The Part of Fortune

Sign
Taurus
Virgo
Virgo
Libra
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Sagittarius
Scorpio
Taurus
Scorpio
Virgo

Synastry Aspects: Meghan to Prince
Planet
The Moon
The Moon
The Moon

Aspect
Square
Square
Trine

Planet
Jupiter
Neptune
The North Node

Orb
1°20'
6°14'
5°16'

App/Sep
Applying
Applying
Separating

The Sun
The Sun

Trine
Square

Mars
Saturn

4°57'
0°50'

Separating
Separating

The Sun
Mercury

Trine
Trine

Uranus
Uranus

2°07'
4°16'

Applying
Separating

Mercury

Square

Pluto

5°02'

Applying
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Mercury
Venus

Trine
Conjunction

The South Node
Mercury

5°58'
7°55'

Separating
Applying

Venus
Venus

Square
Sextile

Mars
Saturn

3°48'
0°17'

Separating
Applying

Venus
Venus

Square
Conjunction

Uranus
The Part of Fortune

3°15'
3°18'

Applying
Separating

Mars
Mars

Opposition
Trine

Jupiter
Saturn

7°53'
1°23'

Applying
Separating

Mars
Jupiter

Sextile
Square

The Part of Fortune
Jupiter

1°37'
3°06'

Separating
Applying

Saturn
Uranus

Square
Opposition

Jupiter
The Moon

2°17'
4°42'

Applying
Applying

Uranus
Uranus

Sextile
Opposition

The Sun
The North Node

3°06'
3°34'

Applying
Applying

Uranus
Neptune

Conjunction
Square

The South Node
The Sun

3°34'
0°37'

Applying
Separating

Neptune
Neptune

Conjunction
Conjunction

Mars
Neptune

5°22'
6°20'

Applying
Separating

Pluto
The North Node

Conjunction
Square

Venus
Pluto

4°08'
1°05'

Applying
Applying

The North Node
The North Node

Sextile
Trine

The North Node
The South Node

2°01'
2°01'

Separating
Separating

The South Node
The South Node

Square
Trine

Pluto
The North Node

1°05'
2°01'

Applying
Separating

The South Node
The Part of Fortune

Sextile
Square

The South Node
Mercury

2°01'
3°49'

Separating
Separating

The Part of Fortune
The Part of Fortune

Conjunction
Opposition

The North Node
The South Node

1°45'
1°45'

Separating
Separating
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Introduction

This report has been written to introduce you to the concepts of astrology and how to get started in
relationship astrology. Astrology is a complex and meaningful science which takes years to study and apply
successfully; however, we would like to whet your appetite with this report, and encourage you to deepen
your understanding through other means.
Astrology is a study of the connection between planets and life on Earth. It is based on a concept that energy
patterns form between other planets and Earth and that these energies affect our lives as individuals and
communities.
An astrological chart, also known as a horoscope, natal chart, or birth chart, records the relationship between
the planets and the signs of the Zodiac. Charts can be calculated for the birth of a person, a community, an
event or anything that seems momentous. The horoscope is as individual and unique as a fingerprint.
When using these interpretations, please bear in mind that, inevitably, every chart will contain some
contradictory influences, and as a result certain interpretations of different items in the same chart may seem
difficult to reconcile. However, this may still be an accurate reflection your chart, as it is likely that you do
experience conflicting desires, events and circumstances in your life. Usually it is the responsibility of an
astrologer to synthesise these apparent contradictions in order to present a cohesive and realistic
interpretation of the dilemmas of the chart.
Please also be aware of the fact that each person has positive and negative influences in the chart, and
therefore in their lives. The challenge is to accept and overcome the negative influences, so that we can
successfully focus on the positive traits. This report outlines the influence of both people's charts on each
other. This is called relationship synastry meaning the comparison of two horoscopes and the correlations
discovered. It is likely that the report will show both the strengths and weaknesses of the relationship
synastry. Any advice given is meant to be an aid to a person taking responsibility for their own lives and their
own choices within a relationship. The ultimate decision rests with each individual. The author and publisher
accept no liability for any adverse affects of this report.
Australian astrologer Stephanie Johnson has written the text in this report. Stephanie holds a Bachelor of Arts
(Journalism) and was a journalist in Australia, England and the USA for 15 years before becoming a
professional astrologer. She is currently a consulting astrologer, is Company Director of Esoteric
Technologies Pty Ltd in Adelaide, Australia and Editor of the Australian Data Collection. She holds the FAA
Practitioners' qualification and was a former editor of the Journal of the Federation of Australian Astrologers.
Stephanie has also completed the Robert Zoller Certificate in Medieval Astrology. In 2000 she was awarded
an FAA Diploma for her share in the creation of the Solar Fire range of astrological software products, with
partner Graham Dawson.
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Individual Relating Traits

This section looks at each person's individual relationship concerns in their own personal birth chart. Every
individual brings certain needs and expectations into a union, which affect his or her ability to feel loved and
supported. This in turn affects the nature and course of the relationship.

Traits of Meghan
Venus is in the 3rd House
When the planet Venus is placed in the third house of your birth chart communication is an important
component of any relationship. You're bright and optimistic enjoying pleasant interchanges with other people
in general, and with your siblings and relatives specifically. Your relationship with your siblings is likely to
play a major role in your life. You like to fill your mind with pleasant thoughts rather than dwelling on
negative and disturbing ones. Therefore you enjoy social outings in pleasant company, quiet moments with
nature, attending the cinema or theatre, or reading an entertaining light novel. The arts such as theatre, opera,
music, ballet, sculpture or art probably appeal to your refined mind. You also find joy through traveling,
whether it is a short day trip or a longer tour or cruise. You're the type of person who enjoys sightseeing;
chatting to fellow travelers and sending postcards home to loved ones. You're a good correspondent, taking
great pleasure in writing and receiving love letters, When not traveling you also enjoy your own
neighbourhood, and striking up convivial relationships with neighbours, and local shop owners. You'll value a
relationship with someone who communicates clearly. You may meet your partner through a neighbourhood
group or via your siblings.
Venus is in Virgo
With Venus in the sign of Virgo you'll seek meaningful relationships with a practical basis. You may appear
to be timid and shy to others, but you're simply wary, weighing up the pros and cons before entering into
intimate friendships or a meaningful relationship. You approach your primary relationship with caution,
preferring to take things slowly so that you can build a lasting relationship based on real principles rather than
romantic illusion. It's not that you don't enjoy a little romance. It's simply that you prefer to know that a
relationship is going to last in the long term. For these reasons you may suffer some disappointments in love,
as others are discouraged by your reticence, failing to recognise the depths of your affection. You admire
neatness and punctuality, preferring someone who is hard working and healthy living like yourself. You enjoy
someone who can converse on sensible subjects, perhaps even with an analytical mind. You need to be wary
of being too judgmental, expecting perfection where it can't possibly exist.
Venus is Sextile Mars
The planets Venus and Mars are combining in your chart indicating that you seek a stimulating and romantic
relationship. You're charming and assertive, passionate and alive, and admire these qualities in a potential
intimate partner. You love to share your adventures with your partner, and it's likely that your relationship
will inspire both you and your partner to explore new territory. You need only be wary of holding
unrealistically high expectations of your partner, as this can lead to difficulties. This is more likely to be the
case when you're young and idealistic. You're liable to disappointment, perhaps even angry feelings, when
your partner fails to live up to your expectations. You could also feel angry if rejected in love. Fortunately
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you've an irrepressible side to your nature, on which you can rely in times of relationship trouble. You're a
loyal and fun-loving partner with an ability to balance intimacy with independence.

Traits of Prince
Venus is in the 8th House
When the planet Venus is placed in the eighth house of your birth chart you demand a high level of
commitment from both your personal and business partners. Some people might groan at the thought of
entering a business partnership, risking their hard-earned money and having to rely on other people. Not you.
Joint projects, in particular business ones, are a source of fulfillment. You're able to stay focused on the task
ahead enjoying the challenge and the thought of the possible rich rewards. Depending on other influences in
your birth chart, you're likely to benefit financially through joint projects, particularly business partnerships
with your spouse. Sexual intimacy in marriage is important to you. It is a major source of enjoyment and selfexpression within your most intimate union. For this reason you need to also be wary of becoming too
possessive or jealous. As long as you choose someone who also expresses themselves well in a sexual union
then your intimate life is rewarding. You're also likely to receive monetary gifts through some form of
inheritance.
Venus is in Libra
With Venus in the sign of Libra you enjoy the company of other people and tend to fill your life with people
from all walks of life, although you do have a preference for people from the higher echelons of society. Your
diary is filled with social occasions ranging from quiet chats with one or two friends, to larger gatherings of
your loved ones. You've plenty of loved ones to choose from because human relationships are such a source
of pleasure for you. You are kind and courteous and your enjoyment of people is contagious. As a result
you're popular with your friends. Listening to other people's stories and offering soothing advice is almost
second nature. You're particularly gifted at solving problems, because your first thought is to maintain
harmony in relationships and you can always see both sides of a situation. Therefore you're able to bridge the
gap between many a warring party. Your primary relationship is also important, and your first preference is
for a long-lasting marriage based on fidelity and trust, rather than a series of shorter love affairs. It's
important for you to keep the romance and enjoyment alive, otherwise you could feel trapped in an
unrewarding relationship. You've a love of fine arts and enjoy sharing this with your friends and loved ones.
You need only be wary of spending too much time and energy on your loved ones at the expense of yourself.
Venus is Sextile Mars
The planets Venus and Mars are combining in your chart indicating that you seek a stimulating and romantic
relationship. You're charming and assertive, passionate and alive, and admire these qualities in a potential
intimate partner. You love to share your adventures with your partner, and it's likely that your relationship
will inspire both you and your partner to explore new territory. You need only be wary of holding
unrealistically high expectations of your partner, as this can lead to difficulties. This is more likely to be the
case when you're young and idealistic. You're liable to disappointment, perhaps even angry feelings, when
your partner fails to live up to your expectations. You could also feel angry if rejected in love. Fortunately
you've an irrepressible side to your nature, on which you can rely in times of relationship trouble. You're a
loyal and fun-loving partner with an ability to balance intimacy with independence.
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Synastry Between Meghan and Prince
Personal Issues

This section looks at the interaction between two people and their two birth charts. It notes the nature of the
relationship, whether it is likely to be a successful personal relationship or whether the forces at work are
suggesting a less intimate bond. In other words how do these two people come together on a intimate level?
Prince's Sun is Conjunct Meghan's Venus (Orb 9A48)
The combination of the Sun and the personal planet Venus is a positive one for personal relationships. It
suggests that there is a sense of harmony and abundance in this union. It's likely that Prince and Meghan felt
a strong attraction when they first met, possibly falling deeply in love. The durability of the attraction
depends on other connections between the planets. However, Prince and Meghan are likely to remain friends
even if they do not maintain an intimate partnership. Both Prince and Meghan feel at ease in each other's
company, because they both feel that the other person is contributing positively to the union. As a result
Prince and Meghan can relax and enjoy the benefits of their friendship. They seem to be able to settle
arguments in a friendly and loving fashion, communicating with ease. Prince feels that Meghan enhances his
sense of self. He feels valued by Meghan and this helps him to truly shine in the world. Meghan feels that her
creativity is enhanced by her relationship with Prince. The warmth and generosity of Prince helps Meghan
better express herself in relationships. Perhaps Meghan also benefits financially through her association with
Prince.
Meghan's Sun is Trine Prince's Mars (Orb 4A57)
This combination of the Sun and the planet Mars is a positive one for a working partnership that calls for
concentrated effort on a joint project. It also ignites a strong sexual spark for a personal relationship, one that
continues to flare throughout the union. It is an exciting combination. There is never a dull moment when
Meghan and Prince are together. They love and fight with energy. Meghan and Prince are hard working and
energetic, achieving more together than they can on their own. Together Meghan and Prince are able to tackle
most of life's challenges with confidence and a positive attitude, taking the initiative, rather than sitting back
and waiting for things to happen. Together they also enjoy taking few risks in life, particularly ones that
satisfy their sense of adventure. They need only be wary of becoming too impulsive, of taking unnecessary
risks that lead to dangerous ground. Meghan feels that Prince provides the impetus and drive to help achieve
her full potential. Meghan is aware that her personality also helps Prince achieve his goals. Prince is excited
by Meghan's powerful personality and is inspired in his ambitions. This is certainly a progressive relationship
that makes an impact on both Meghan and Prince and those around them.
Meghan's Venus is Square Prince's Mars (Orb 3A48)
This is a strong combination for a love union because it creates an intense sexual attraction. The durability
and nature of the relationship depends on other connections between Meghan and Prince. Desire is strong,
perhaps too strong at times in this relationship. Meghan and Prince are likely to fall in love at first sight
enjoying a passionate union, the type of love affair featured in romance novels. At first both Meghan and
Prince enjoy the intense physical nature of the union, but as time goes on the flames seem to burn too
strongly. Prince begins to feel possessive and perhaps somewhat obsessive, eager to maintain the force of
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passion. Meghan feels overwhelmed by the passion of the romance and the force of Prince's nature, and is in
danger of becoming repulsed rather than attracted to Prince. As a result the relationship becomes a combat
zone. Meghan and Prince start to compete rather than co-operate. The positive side of the relationship is the
strong attraction felt by both Meghan and Prince. However, it is important for both Meghan and Prince to
learn to temper their desires in this union. They need to remain focused on co-operation and communication
in order to keep an appropriate balance in the partnership. While this combination is often found between
marriage or sexual partners, it can also be encountered in friendships or work associations which involve
working on an artistic project. However, it is important that both individuals remain focused on the creative
project at hand because a sexual flirtation could easily get out of control.

Primary Forces

In addition to the intimate aspect of a relationship, there are usually a number of fundamental driving forces,
which can be either major challenges or inspirations to the individuals involved. This section looks at how
Meghan and Prince stimulate and provoke each other.
Meghan's Moon is Trine Prince's North Node (Orb 5S16)
Both the Moon and the Nodes individually are significant in relationship astrology. The combination of the
Moon and the Nodes indicates that this is an important personal relationship, one that changes the course of
Meghan's life and deeply affects Prince. Meghan and Prince feel strongly drawn to each other, perhaps
experiencing a sense that their relationship was written in the stars. In other words they may feel as though
they were destined to meet and form a union. Whether the path of this relationship is smooth or rough,
Meghan and Prince's paths were meant to cross. The nature of this association depends largely on other
aspects of Meghan and Prince's charts. Passion may ignite if the right ingredients are involved, or friendship
may be most appropriate choice of relationship.
Meghan's Moon is Square Prince's Jupiter (Orb 1S20)
Although there can be some difficulties with this combination, on the whole this is a positive combination.
Meghan and Prince enjoy each other's company and feel a certain zest for life when together. Meghan and
Prince share a need for fun-filled adventures and the capability of achieving their goals. They both feel that
the world is their oyster which is ready to explore together. This can include holidays in far-away places,
adventure travel and also encompasses any activity which expands their minds and views of life. This is a
meeting of higher-minds. Meghan feels that Prince expands her horizons. Meghan feels safe and appreciated
in this relationship. Prince knows that Meghan is a comrade in arms when it comes to fun and adventure.
Prince knows that he is truly appreciated for his generosity and optimism. Together Meghan and Prince can
conquer the world. Nothing seems too far-fetched. And this is where problems can lie. It is possible that
neither Meghan nor Prince know when enough is enough. There is a saying that 'you can have too much of a
good thing'. This is one of the underlying problems of this association. Meghan and Prince need to make sure
that they do not become too grandiose in their dreams. Overinflated ideas of their capabilities are not helpful
and can lead both Meghan and Prince into troubled waters. Another complication can arise if Meghan and
Prince do not share the same values, because morals and beliefs play an important role in this relationship.
However, if Meghan and Prince share the same beliefs and can exercise some restraint this can be a positive
combination for a long-term relationship.
Prince's Moon is Opposite Meghan's Uranus (Orb 4A42)
The saying 'expect the unexpected' could be applied to this combination of Prince's and Meghan's planets.
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There is an element of excitement and adventure when Prince and Meghan get together, but there is also an
element of insecurity. Both Prince and Meghan enjoy the thrill of being in each other's company exploring
new territories together, but many relationships start with the thrill and ardour of romance only to have it fade
later. This is the problem to be faced by Prince and Meghan. Unless they have other connections between
more permanent or personal planets in their charts, Prince and Meghan are in danger of a growing discontent.
There is a lack of stability that feeds both Prince's and Meghan's insecurities. Prince becomes needy and
Meghan becomes distant and emotionally withdrawn. The problem is that Prince feels that he cannot rely on
Meghan. What was once an adventure no longer seems so exciting. As a result Meghan's impulsive nature
becomes a source of discomfort for Prince. On the other hand Meghan thinks that her creativity is being
stifled by Prince's emotional needs. This belief may cause Meghan to rebel, finding it difficult to commit to
Prince. This relationship, if a personal one, is likely to require a lot of freedom and an unorthodox approach
in order for it to last. While this is a difficult combination for a personal union, it can be a positive one for
less personal relationships such as friendships or a working project which requires creative and innovative
ideas.
Meghan's Sun is Trine Prince's Uranus (Orb 2S07)
This is a relationship full of verve and romance. Meghan and Prince are attracted to each other from the
moment that they first meet and continue to experience excitement and joy in each other's company. The
relationship brings something new and original into Meghan's and Prince's lives and they both feel enlivened
as a result. Life becomes more of an adventure when Meghan and Prince are together. Their relationship may
run a somewhat erratic or unorthodox course, but Meghan and Prince are both happy in the knowledge that
theirs is a unique union. Meghan is excited by Prince's creativity, which somehow enhances her personal
goals. Prince helps Meghan to see life in a new and different manner, freeing Meghan from past inhibitions.
Prince knows that he has encountered someone who truly appreciates him as an individual. Prince can better
express his original thoughts and ideas as a result of his relationship with Meghan. Together Meghan and
Prince may explore an unusual hobby or pastime such as new technology, metaphysics, science, electronics,
humanitarian or environmental concerns.
Meghan's Sun is Square Prince's Saturn (Orb 0A50)
Many astrologers believe that a connection between the serious planet Saturn and a personal planet such as
the Sun is important, providing the cement for a long-lasting relationship. In other words, a serious planet is
needed for a serious, meaningful union such as marriage. It is certainly true that the combination of the Sun
and Saturn is found in many meaningful relationships. However, the planet Saturn can also cause problems.
Certainly this combination indicates that Meghan and Prince both view this as a serious association, whether
it is a marriage, friendship or a working partnership. Both Meghan and Prince are committed to their
association. It is likely that they experienced a strong attraction in the initial stages of their relationship.
When Meghan and Prince first met they each knew they had discovered a potential serious relationship, one
to which they could commit and build on over a lifetime. If they believe in reincarnation, then it is likely that
they felt a karmic attraction when they first met. Perhaps this was a moment of recognition when they first
looked into the other person's eyes. However, the very qualities, which they seriously considered as attractive
in the initial stages of the relationship, can become the source of friction if they are not careful. In particular,
Prince needs to be wary of becoming too critical and judgmental. Initially Prince found Meghan's personality
traits to be worthy of a committed union. He admired Meghan's qualities as complementing his own.
However, it is easy for Prince to forget this attraction. As the relationship develops he feels threatened by the
force of Meghan's personality and takes a superior attitude in defence. As a result Meghan feels threatened,
disliking the authoritarian side of Prince. If Meghan is not careful her self-confidence is whittled away and
the relationship becomes onerous. It is vital that both Meghan and Prince work at developing a stable basis
for communication and understanding in this relationship. If both Meghan and Prince work at maintaining
their own self-confidence as well as mutual respect then they have the makings for a very successful marriage
or working relationship. Much of their success may depend on other supportive, positive connections
between them.
Prince's Sun is Square Meghan's Neptune (Orb 0S37)
Romance and love are central themes of this relationship between the Sun and the planet Neptune. This can
suggest a romantic liaison in which both people are blessed with a sense of being with the right person at the
right time, or it can mean a friendship that is based on a joint artistic project or spiritual interest. Perhaps they
enjoy spending time in the natural surroundings of the beach or countryside. Either way Prince and Meghan
are likely to enjoy escaping from the harsher realities of life into a world of their own creation. However,
problems can arise when Prince and Meghan start to sacrifice their own personal needs for a misguided
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perception about what is good for the relationship. This behaviour can erode the creative component of the
union and both Prince and Meghan may lose their self-confidence and direction in life. It is possible that,
together, they may turn to drugs, alcohol or even crime in their attempts to maintain the loosening threads of
their union. In particular, Prince needs to be wary of losing his sense of self. It would be easy for Prince to be
deceived by Meghan either through his own need to believe in a dream or through Meghan's behaviour.
Meghan needs to be wary of becoming secretive and dishonest within this association. As the relationship
develops Meghan may become confused about the true meaning of her bond with Prince leading to a need to
hide her true feelings. On a more positive note, Prince and Meghan may have other more positive
connections in their relationship astrology that enables them to work through their problems in a loving and
compassionate manner.
Meghan's Mercury is Trine Prince's Uranus (Orb 4A16)
This is an exciting and unpredictable relationship. Meghan and Prince enjoy a lively union, whether it be a
romance, friendship or work association. They take pleasure in topical conversations, sparking new ideas and
ways of thinking. They may also enjoy taking part in an unusual activity or pursuing an environmental,
humanitarian or political cause. This combination of planets indicates intellectual, rather than emotional,
stimulation. Consequently this combination may indicate a friendship or work association, rather than a more
personal union. However, an intimate relationship with other aspects is enhanced by this combination if both
partners enjoy freedom. Meghan and Prince are excited by each other's minds. In particular Meghan realises
that Prince sparks her creativity. Both Meghan and Prince enjoy a new-found sense of freedom in each other's
company.
Meghan's Venus is Sextile Prince's Saturn (Orb 0S17)
The planet Saturn is an important ingredient in any committed relationship. This sombre planet can take away
some of the short-term excitement of any union, but on a positive note it adds commitment and security
needed for a long-term association. In other words Meghan and Prince take this relationship seriously. They
are devoted to each other and joyful in making promises that they are both able to keep. From the start of
their association they enjoy taking their time getting to know each other, experiencing stability and
understanding that grows slowly over time. They genuinely love each other and want to work towards a
strong partnership. At times Meghan would like more fun and spontaneity, but she appreciates Prince's
wisdom in slowing things down in order to build a lasting union. Mutual respect is a central theme to this
union. There is also a strong feeling of fate in this relationship. Meghan and Prince may tell a story of how
destiny meant for them to be together. While this combination of planets indicates a serious personal
relationship, it can also be a positive influence on a partnership formed for the purpose of an artistic or
creative project requiring both inspiration and hard work.
Prince's Venus is Conjunct Meghan's Pluto (Orb 4A08)
Intense emotions are central to this relationship. Prince and Meghan feel a passionate attraction to each other,
a compelling need to be together. Sexual magnetism plays an important role in the initial stages of the union
and continues, even through times of emotional difficulties. It is also possible that Prince and Meghan share
an artistic or creative pursuit about which they are both ardent. Whatever the outlet for the emotions, the key
is intensity. On the whole this combination of the planets Venus and Pluto has a positive influence on any
association, but it can be overpowering in some instances. If both Prince and Meghan enjoy intensity then
this relationship positively transforms both their lives. Together they embrace the changes that challenge any
relationship. If one of them dislikes emotional upheaval, then there are likely to be problems. In particular
Prince may feel overwhelmed at times by the force of his own emotions or the power of Meghan's
personality. At other times Prince enjoys learning about how to be more influential in his life. Meghan feels
more powerful as a result of this union with Prince, more able to achieve her ambitions.
Meghan's Venus is Square Prince's Uranus (Orb 3S15)
This combination of planets indicates an instant and vital magnetism. It is the type of attraction in which
Meghan and Prince take one look at each other across a crowded room and feel the sparks. Romance is alight
and the relationship develops at a rapid rate. Friends are amazed as the couple's union becomes more and
more intense. However, it is likely that Meghan and Prince have trouble maintaining the excitement in the
long term unless they both allow each other a lot of freedom. As the relationship develops the attraction is in
danger of turns to irritation as the passion wears off unless there is a lack of restrictions. This combination is
ideal for an unusual relationship, or one where both people value their autonomy, although it may take a
while to establish the appropriate mix of freedom and intimacy. At times Meghan may feel that her love is
being rejected as other interests and pursuits distract Prince. Perhaps it is difficult for Prince to maintain his
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involvement in this relationship without becoming distracted by other creative interests. These may be
scientific, astrological, environmental, technological or political. If other aspects of this relationship do
indicate a strong bond, it is likely that Meghan and Prince experience friction in areas such as finances,
personal hobbies, home comforts and friendships. The challenge for both Meghan and Prince is to find a
balance between freedom and intimacy that suits both of them. If this can be achieved then the union
becomes a highly stimulating one, which helps both Meghan and Prince actively pursue their own interests
and aspirations.
Meghan's Mars is Trine Prince's Saturn (Orb 1A23)
Commitment is a central theme to this relationship. Meghan and Prince are striving to build something
concrete whether it be a future together or work project. Together they have the strength and wisdom to
achieve a shared ambition. This is not a flighty association. Both Meghan and Prince are aiming for a longterm and stable partnership. For this reason the union is likely to involve a contract, perhaps a business or
marriage contract. There may also be a strong sense of destiny linked with this union. Meghan contributes the
drive and initiative and Prince possesses the stability and practical aptitude. Meghan wants to move forward,
inspiring Prince to overcome obstacles that stand in their path. Meghan is full of enthusiasm, whereas Prince
is more cautious. At times Meghan pushes Prince forward. At others Prince restrains Meghan, proving that
there is wisdom in a slow but sure path. Together they achieve success in their joint enterprises in the long
term.
Prince's Mars is Conjunct Meghan's Neptune (Orb 5A22)
The glue that holds Prince and Meghan together is a focus on a joint artistic, spiritual or philanthropic cause,
a shared idyll of how to make the world a better place. Together they share many dreams of how to improve
their lives, their environment and the world at large. They are a creative duo, never short of ideas and with the
ability to inspire. Depending on other aspects of their personalities they may or may not have the stability and
endurance to create something concrete. Prince is likely to be the leader, the person with the drive which
enables them to achieve these dreams. Meghan is the creative ideas person who inspires Prince. If Prince and
Meghan fail to share a common dream, then this relationship is likely to lack direction and Prince and
Meghan slowly drift apart. They have difficulty maintaining a momentum necessary for a long-term bond.
For this reason this combination of planets may indicate a relationship based on a shared project or past-time
rather than an intimate lovers' bond. For instance Prince and Meghan may share a friendship, enjoying
martial arts as a shared activity.
Meghan's Jupiter is Sextile Prince's Uranus (Orb 3A12)
Spiritual and philosophical interests could be at the centre of this relationship. Meghan and Prince enjoy a
meeting the meeting of two minds. They are excited by each other's innovative ideas, perhaps sharing a
common creative project. Their relationship follows an erratic course, but they are both happy with the
stimulation and excitement. They enjoy a non-orthodox association, spurning a more traditional one. A wide
range of subjects crop up in conversations including philosophy, science, religion, metaphysics, technology,
world cultures, environmental science and world politics, to name a few. Meghan and Prince spend much of
their time together pursuing their common interests and learning from each other. Meghan experiences a
broadening of her intellectual concepts through her association with Prince. She delights in the challenges
that this ever-changing relationship provides. Prince is excited by Meghan's keen interest in his ideas. He
appreciates the freedom of expression and exchange of ideas. This is an intellectual connection and therefore
is more likely to benefit a friendship rather than a lover's union.
Meghan's Jupiter is Square Prince's Jupiter (Orb 3S06)
This association can bring joy to both Meghan and Prince, depending on the nature of other aspects of their
relationship. If other aspects are positive then Meghan and Prince are likely to enjoy each other's company,
giving and taking. Although they may hold opposite beliefs or find pleasure in different ways, they are
tolerant of each other's differences. In fact they enjoy the stimulation of each other's differences. Ancient
astrologers consider the planet Jupiter to be of beneficial affect in each person's life. Hence the mostly
positive influence of this combination on Meghan and Prince's relationship. There is a chance that other
tensions in their union adversely affect this beneficial influence. If this is the case then Meghan and Prince
are more likely to have differences of opinion over values, beliefs and pastimes. These differences can be a
source of tension rather than a source of joy.
Prince's Jupiter is Square Meghan's Saturn (Orb 2S17)
A strong bond is formed as a result of this combination of the planets Jupiter and Saturn, but not necessarily
an easy one. Prince and Meghan have difficulty find the right balance between boldness and caution. On the
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one hand Prince is the risk-taker in this relationship, the person wanting to explore new territories and
activities. He is excited by the many possibilities available as a result of this partnership's resources and feels
constrained by Meghan. This is because Meghan errs on the side of discretion. She believes that a slow but
sure approach is a sure sign of success. Meghan believes in the edict "moderation in all things", whereas
Prince espouses the adage "nothing ventured, nothing gained". Neither Prince nor Meghan listen to each
other. Both have trouble seeing things from the other person's point of view. This is true of friendships,
marriage and work associations. It is possible that Prince and Meghan have met in order to learn something
from each other in order to become stronger and wiser for future relationships.

Generational Values

Underpinning the success of many relationships is a sense of shared values. Often this comes from simply
being born into the same generation. However, sometimes it is more complex. In this section we explore
whether or not Meghan and Prince share the same societal values.
Meghan's Neptune is Conjunct Prince's Neptune (Orb 6S20)
This planetary combination of Neptune indicates common ideals, which can help form a basis for a
relationship. However, many other combinations of planets will make a more significant contribution to this
union between Meghan and Prince. In some cases this combination may simply indicate that Meghan and
Prince are a similar age. Nevertheless the effect is still one that enhances their relationship because all
liaisons benefit from a sharing of values and ideals.
Every now and then a couple has no astrological connections in this section. This is not a common
occurrence. When it does occur it shows that you are unlikely to share generational value systems. This could
mean a lack of shared values which needs to be discussed and worked on. On the other hand it could mean
that you have each formed your own strong value systems and that some of these do indeed match.
Nevertheless this is an area of your relationship that you need to be aware of, and investigate. What are your
values? What morals and values do you share? Does it matter to either of you whether or not you share
moral, religious or ethical views?
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Conclusion

The text in this report has been written by Australian astrologer Stephanie Johnson. Stephanie is a founder of
Esoteric Technologies, the company that creates the Solar Fire suite of astrology products. She has helped
create, design, develop and author Solar Fire and the other products. In particular she is the author of many of
the Solar Writer range of astrology report writers. She is also the Marketing Director for Esoteric
Technologies. Stephanie runs her own Seeing With Stars astrology consultation business as well as editing
the Australian Data Collection. She holds a Federation of Australian Astrologers' Practitioner's Certificate
and Diploma and is a member of the Federation of Australian Astrologers. She is a student of Medieval
Astrology and the Ancient Wisdom teachings. She has lectured at national conferences, and her astrology
articles have appeared in Australian publications including the FAA Journal and the Astrological Monthly
Review. Before commencing her professional astrology career Stephanie was a journalist for 15 years in
Australia, England and the USA.
The illustrations have been created by artist, illustrator and teacher, Janet Bridgland. Janet divides her time
between her home and garden in Bridgewater, overlooking the Heysen Trail, and working in the second hand
bookshop Back Pages Books, in the cosmopolitan suburb of Unley in Adelaide where she sells books, paints
and teaches water colour painting and drawing. Her beautiful illustrative work can be discovered at:
www.janetbridgland.com.au
This report is meant more of an introduction to the wonders of astrology rather than a complete course in its
intricacies. Further studies, or a consultation with a professional astrologer, are encouraged to explore this
most ancient scientific and philosophic tool.
If you would like further information please contact Esoteric Technologies Pty Ltd, PO Box 159, Stepney SA
5069 Australia. Phone/Fax (08) 8365 1117. Email: sales@esotech.com.au

